Personal Statement
My political agenda is to bring more balance and understanding between the interests of the different
EGP party members. There is cultural and economic difference between the eastern and the western
states of the European Union this gap is not only on level between the states but it could be seen in the
relationship on all levels even In the EGP. If we would like to be a strong party representing successfully
the European Green Ideas and Principles we would need to work together and bring more balance and
understanding between those two worlds, east and west. With my nomination I offer my agenda and to
work for the prosperity and the development of all member parties of the party.
I grew up in a multicultural environment which gives me the opportunity to understand both worlds the
eastern and the western, this motivates me further to spend my efforts to bringing our people and our
organization closer, because only so we could build the future of the European Union together.
Here is a short background of my political life.
My interest in the politics began as I was in school 2008. I have been always chosen for the class
representative. I have founded the first school parliament in the city which had a consultative role and
represented the voice of the students in the city. After the School 2002 I went to the University and
studied Political Sciences and graduated my Master with the specialization Diplomacy and National
Security. During my time at the University I have been leading a Students Movement which represented
the ideas making the University decision making process more transparent and democratic. During this
period I have joined the Bulgarian Democratic Party. For the next four years I have getting more popular
in the party and I have been elected as a member of the Party Regional Council for two mandates. There
I had the opportunity to suggest and realize political projects which had direct impact on the
development of the region. With the time I started to get more and more into the green ideas and
principles which was the main reason I decided to join the Bulgarian Green Party at 2011. Since then I
have been actively participating in the Party decision making process. Leading election campaigns for
national parliament, city council elections and others. I have been elected as a Representative of the
National Council and since 2015 I have been leading the party political affairs in the Region Veliko
Tarnovo in Bulgaria. 2012 I have represented the Bulgarian Green Party at the EGP Council in
Copenhagen, Denmark. 2018 I have been elected as an International Secretary and joined the EGP
General Campaign Working Group & ChangeMaking Network Advisory Board. The list continues but the
reason I am writing you this personal statement is because of my nomination for the EGP leading
candidate 2019.

